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Foreword

The logistics sector employs more than 1.7
million people in the UK and is worth around
£55bn to the country’s economy.
Given the number of business premises used for
transport, logistics and warehousing in the UK
has almost doubled over the past ten years,
the sector remains a key contributor to
economic growth.
However, further growth means we need new
approaches to meet demand.
Due to the change in shopping behaviour, partly
because of COVID-19, the growth of e-commerce
has meant that an additional 300m sq ft of
warehouse space (almost 53 football pitches) will
be needed in Europe by 2025. Around 60m sq ft
of this will be needed in the UK – a 14% increase
of existing space.
This level of growth requires more to be done to
ensure the country can meet these requirements.

Introduction

This report is Copper’s contribution to
the conversation.
Using our sector knowledge, experience of
delivering major property and infrastructure
proposals, and specialist understanding of
the drivers that shape communities, we have
commissioned special research into how the
logistics sector is viewed by the public.
In this report, we reveal how people view
the sector, what they want to see in future
developments and what challenges companies
may face in bringing forward proposals.

Logistics makes up the backbone of the UK
economy. Without the organised transport of
goods, equipment, and produce, our way of
living would be simply impossible.
The COVID pandemic and Brexit has brought the
sector to the foreground. Whether the boom of
online shopping during lockdowns or queues
of lorries at ports, the political and economic
discourse around logistics has dominated news
programmes over the last year.

The aim of this report is simple – to give those
in the logistics sector the best understanding of
how to engage with people and communities
and - most importantly - how to bring people with
them when developing plans to move the
sector forward.
This insight report looks at public attitudes
towards logistics. We identify where areas of
support can be mobilised and where concerns
need to be mitigated.

This shouldn’t be seen as the solution to bringing
forward every logistics development in the
country, but it should be seen as the beginning
of a road map; providing direction for those
organisations and people who want to build
the next generation of logistics hubs across
the country.

Policy makers, investors and developers alike
need to collaborate to not only identify suitable
warehousing space, but to ensure that proposals
meet the requirements needed for business and
the communities they serve.
This sounds a lot easier than it will be in practice.
Each community will have its own identity, its
own drivers, its own ambitions – all of which
breeds differing views on the need for
logistics development.

Tom Morrison
Strategic Director, Economic Development

So it is vital that we understand what people
think and how they see the future of logistics
in this country.
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Key Findings

We surveyed 2,004 people about their
attitudes towards the logistics sector.
Interviewees were evenly spread across the
UK and were of mixed sexes, races and ages.
During interviews, respondents were given
a series of questions on what they knew of
the logistics sector, how important they felt
it was to their day-to-day lives, and what, if
anything, would make them support or object
to development proposals nearby.
Our research uncovered several attitudes
amongst the population, with several variants
found amongst different age groups and
geographical splits.
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It’s clear the economic arguments for the sector
are strong. Job creation and regional investment
were found to be key drivers of support for
the sector, particularly in large urban areas
with a ‘dock’ tradition such as Liverpool or
Southampton, or areas with a history of large
manufacturing such as Sheffield.
That said, environmental factors were also a key
consideration, with a majority of people saying
they felt sustainability was important when
choosing their delivery services.
We found a degree of misunderstanding and
confusion around logistics, which can generate
opposition to proposals for the development of
logistics hubs.

One such reason is reason give is the impact
on existing landscapes. However, this concern
is focused on the development of traditional
warehousing, rather than on modern ‘logistics
parks’ which would normally include landscaping
and a more appealing aesthetics.

Altogether, this study provides the positive
attitudes to the logistics sector and ways to use
these reasons for mobilising advocacy, we also
bring forward reasons for potential objections
towards logistics proposals and importantly,
how these can be mitigated and minimised.

Impact on local highways was also referenced
as a concern that could generate opposition.
However, further investigation shows that
the majority of people don’t have a full
understanding of the complexities of logistics,
and what modes of transport are used by
the sector.
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Has COVID changed the sector or
just accelerated the inevitable?
It is clear that despite the guidelines around
social distancing being relaxed the demand
for online shopping is not diminishing. In
fact, it is growing and with it the need for
more logistics sites and warehousing to be
developed is clear.

The evolution of shopping habits were already
moving towards online retail and away from the
high street prior to the outbreak of COVID-19.
Many of the large supermarket chains had
adopted strong online shopping models for
example, utilising out of town warehouses to
accommodate growth in demand. However,
social distancing and lockdowns have accelerated
this, meaning we have reached a known
destination for the sector but far quicker than
previously thought.

How often, if ever, do you choose
next day or express delivery when
shopping online?

Over 66% of respondents told us that their use of
online shopping had increased during the COVID
lockdowns. However, perhaps more importantly,
only 16% of people said they would cut down on
online shopping now social distancing restrictions
have ceased.

To what extent did you increase or
decrease your online shopping activity
during the COVID pandemic?

1%
21%
42%
22%
13%
2%
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Unsure

Always

2%

Significantly decreased

Occasionally

3%

Slightly decreased

27%

Neither increased
nor decreased

Rarely

37%

Never
I do not/have not
ever shopped online

29%
66%

63% of people utilise online shopping
occasionally or more frequently.

Considering this, there is a real need for local
planning authorities to consider whether enough
land is allocated in their frameworks and local
plans to accommodate this growth in demand.

Slightly increased

Significantly increased
Increased (Net)

66% of people increased their
online shopping habits during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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It’s the economy…

The hot topic across the built environment is
social value and environmental sustainability.
As a country (and a planet) we face an
ecological and environmental crisis which
needs immediate action to rectify. It is right
that developers, planners, architects and
investors focus on how they can best aide
this battle.

But, our research shows that whilst the public
may agree with this notion, it’s economic
arguments that are more engaging when
discussing the sector.

Areas with a large industrial or dock land
tradition, such as Liverpool, Southampton or
Sheffield were even more likely to support
logistics development based on these factors.

Job creation (67%) and economic investment
(61%) are key drivers of support across the
country, with people saying these were the most
important factors when considering the need for
the sector respectively.

But, we should not downplay the environmental
benefits of the logistics sector; 56% of people
said sustainability is important when choosing
their delivery service. But this number drops to

What, if anything, are your main
reasons for supporting a large logistics
facility development near you?

1%
12%
18%
27%
38%
61%
67%
It is clear that the economic arguments
for the logistics sector are more
compelling for the general public.
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How important or unimportant
is sustainability to you when you
consider choice of delivery services?

15%

I do not have any main reasons for supporting
a large logistics facility development near me

5%

It blends into the landscape

6%

The building and operations are carbon neutral

9%

It improves infrastructure
in the local area e.g. roads

28%

It improves delivery services locally

34%

It contributes to the local economy
It provides jobs for
local people

Not sure

It’s clear, economic concerns far outweigh any
other topics during this Cost of Living Crisis.

Would you choose to pay more for a
product knowing it would be transported
in the most sustainable way?

27%

30%

Not Sure

Yes

Very
unimportant
Somewhat
unimportant
Neither important
nor unimportant
Somewhat
important

17%
52%

Unimportant
(Net)

30% when the same people are asked whether
they would pay more for products to be delivered
sustainably.

Very
important
Important
(Net)

43%
No

The cost of living is clearly a driver in
decision making around whether to
support environmental sustainability
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Reasons for objections?

Reasons for objecting to logistics hubs across
the country paint a familiar story. Our
findings highlight the need for the sector to
flip the narrative, showcasing how logistics
hubs have evolved in both accessibility
and design.
The two eye catching attitudes when people were
asked for reasons they may have for objecting to
logistic hub proposals were landscape impacts
(55%) and congestion impacts (53%).
However, our research shows that only 35%
of people would agree to support a new
logistics centre being developed near them,
with a substantial amount of people undecided
on whether they would or not. Therefore,
understanding the reasons behind the common
objections above and responding to them
is critical.

Placemaking and hidden hubs

Planes, Trains and Automobiles?

Education campaigns are a must

The research does suggest there is a degree of
misunderstanding of particular developments
when it comes to logistics.

There does seem to be a degree of
misunderstanding and confusion over what
modes of transport are used by the sector.

Whilst the traditional warehouses are still
commonplace, many operators and developers
are looking increasingly at ways to create park
aesthetics, rather than simple block buildings
surrounded by miles of car parking.

Many types of transport are used, from lorries to
vans, and from trains to planes. However, there is
genuine concern from people that more logistics
developments will mean more traffic on the
highways.

There is a degree of education required when
talking to the public about logistics. Like the
“Farm to Fork” campaigns developed by the
farming sector to educate a population on the
importance of the rural economy, the logistics
sector could benefit from providing the public
with information on how goods are transported
and how efforts are being made to reduce
congestion and, importantly, pollution.

These “hidden hubs” create better “places” for
communities to enjoy.

Around 63% of people said they knew what mode
of transport was primarily used to transport
their goods. But in reality very few people have a
clear idea of how goods and produce are moved
around the country. It’s clear the sector must do
more to educate people on this.

What, if anything, are your main
reasons for opposing a large logistics
facility development near you?

2%
7%
29%
40%
53%
55%
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What mode of transport do you think
is primarily used to transport the
goods you buy?
I do not have any main reasons for opposing
a large logistics facility development near me

1%
5%

Other, please specify

6%

Disruption from construction of the facility
It increases carbon
emissions locally
It increases congestion on the road
It’s a blight on the
local landscape

10%
30%
48%

Copper’s research shows that the more people
understand development proposals, the more
likely they were to engage with them. More can
be found here: Does infrastructure knowledge
matter?

What mode of transport do you think
is the best to transport the goods you
buy, in terms of sustainability?

2%

Other

5%

Plane
Train
Not sure
Van

Lorry / HGV

16%
17%
29%
31%

Other
Plane
Van
Lorry / HGV
Train

Not sure
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What about the rest?

Brexit

No North-South Divide

The public have made the link between Brexit
and logistics, with almost 50% of people agreeing
that the policy has negatively impacted on the
ability to transport products and services.

There is very little to suggest that there is a
North-South divide when it comes to attitudes
towards the logistics sector. However, as
suggested above, there does appear to be a
correlation of support for the sector with areas
that have an industrial heritage.

49%
Agree (Net)

Cities such as Liverpool, Southampton and
Sheffield have far greater understanding of the
logistics sector, with these areas agreeing that the
industry was a valuable source of job creation.
The greater the industrial tradition, the
more likely there is to be an understanding
of the sector.

21%
Disagree (Net)
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Recommendations

This research has provided a picture of how people perceive logistics and identifies key drivers
for support or objections for proposals. Using this data, we can either drive advocacy for specific
schemes of mitigate objections.
With this in mind, our key recommendations for those organisations looking to develop logistics hubs
across the country would be:

1.

There are big opportunities for 		
collaboration between authorities
and the sector

Online shopping is growing and with it the
need for more warehousing and logistics hubs
too. There is a clear need to allocate land for
warehousing across the country and there are
opportunities for developers, operators and local
authorities to come together and plan how to
meet this demand and capitalise.
However, assuming ‘need’ alone will be enough
to capture support is a mistake. The licence to
operate needs to be made – some geographies
are more informed than others. Therefore early
engagement with local and combined authorities
is highly recommended, with opportunities for
partnership working explored prior.
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2.

The economy trumps all

3.

Educate communities

Whilst sustainability and the environment were
mentioned as potential reasons for supporting
logistics development, these concerns were
overtaken very quickly when economic
arguments were considered.

There is a lot of support for the logistics sector
and empathy for the challenges it faces. However,
people still think in terms of warehouses and
busy roads, not landscaped logistics parks and
rail freight.

Jobs and regional investment were the clear
“vote winners” when identifying why people may
support logistics development in their area. This
is unlikely to change and therefore should be a
key message for the sector moving forwards.

Building more awareness of the logistics sector
– explaining how the sector works from hubs to
homes – will help put development into context.
The logistics sector should learn from the “Farm
to Fork” campaigns which educated people
on modern farming and look to drive more
understanding about the modern techniques and
developments within logistics.

4.

Early engagement

We know that the earlier people are engaged
with proposals, the more they are likely to do so
positively. It’s clear that objections are centred
around aesthetic and traffic impacts, which is why
it is important that proposals are shared early
with communities and feedback sought early on.
By working with stakeholders, residents and
other groups in developing schemes, objections
will be minimised, allowing for key messages
around the economy and “need” to be stronger.
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Final thoughts

The logistics sector has huge opportunities
in front of it. It’s clear the public are aware
of how important the sector is for growth,
job creation and the future of economic
prosperity. The growth of online shopping
post-pandemic has only reinforced this.
There is a real need to work in collaboration
with local and national government to further
build on these opportunities and deliver even
more successes for the country.
However, there are challenges. From our
research, there is clearly a lack of understanding
about the sector and this can lead to objections
and obstacles when engaging with communities.
We have identified various pathways to build
consensus with stakeholders and communities.
Copper Consultancy is a forefront of developing
an understanding of how people think about the
built environment and using this insight to help
our clients navigate risk. To find out more about
our work, visit www.copperconsultancy.com.
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Copper Consultancy

We are a specialist communications agency
that combines insight, intelligence and
creative strategic expertise to deliver
measurable impact for our clients. For more
than 25 years, we’ve worked on some of the
most complex briefs, paving the way for the
most ambitious, society-changing projects
and enabling clients to meet their
business objectives.
Our services are standalone or can be blended
to provide support exactly where it’s needed,
spanning expertise across public affairs,
campaigning, media relations, content,
creative and more.
For projects, our suite of services create proven
community and stakeholder engagement that
take projects from pre-planning and consent to
construction and operation, getting audiences
on-side and building enduring advocacy.
Take a look at the map for a snapshot of our
nationwide experience.

Key

1

Central Upgrade
Scottish Power Energy Networks
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Norfolk Boreas offshore wind farm
Vattenfall

2

Kendoon to Tongland 132kV Reinforcement
SP Energy Networks
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Atlantic Array offshore wind farm
RWE Innogy

3

Moorside nuclear power station
NuGeneration Ltd
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A417 ‘Missing Link’
Highways England

4

A66
Highways England
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Enabling works
HS2

5

Central Yorkshire Reinforcement
National Grid
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A120
Highways England

Offshore Wind
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East Anglia
offshore wind farm

Aviation
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London Array
offshore wind farm

6

Glyn Rhonwy Pumped Storage
Snowdonia Pumped Hydro Ltd
North Wales Wind Farms Connection
SP Energy Networks
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8

Nocton Fen onshore wind farm
Vattenfall

Manston Airport
RiverOak Strategic Partners
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Lower Thames Crossing
Highways England

9

Triton Knoll electricity connection
Innogy

25

North London Heat and Power
North London Waste Authority

10

Brechfa Forest Connection
Western Power Distribution

26

A27 Arundel Bypass
Highways England

11

West Midlands Interchange strategic
rail freight interchange
Four Ashes Ltd

27

A303 Stonehenge
Highways England

12

A45
Highways England

28

Hinkley Point C Connection
National Grid

13

A50 Uttoxeter
Highways England

14

A46 Newark Northern Bypass
Highways England
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Bramford to Twinstead Connection
National Grid

7

29

Power
Nuclear Power
Highways
Hydro
Onshore Wind

Rail

Heat & Power
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5

A30 Chiverton to Carland Cross
Highways England
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For more information
Tom Morrison
Strategic Director, Economic Development
Tom.Morrison@copperconsultancy.com
07597 586887

Join the debate
and have your say
Follow @CopperConsult on Twitter
and @CopperConsultancy on LinkedIn

copperconsultancy.com

